Sevich Hair Building Fibers Black

Sevich Hair Building Fibers Black 12g

Hair building fibers

Rating: Not Rated Yet
Price
USD11.33
USD11.33

Ask a question about this product
ManufacturerSevich

Description
Descriptin:
SEVICH is a safe, natural, and undetectable way to improve the appearance of thinning hair without harmful drugs, chemicals, or surgery.
SEVICH Hair Building Fibers are made from pure organic Keratin Protein; the same protein found in human hair.
These tiny microfiber hairs are electro-statically charged to form a magnetic attraction with your existing hair - however thin - and blend perfectly
to conceal the appearance of thinning and balding in seconds. With seven, color-matched fiber choices available, you can conceal thinning hair
on any natural hair color.
Use:
Towel or blow-dry your hair, or allow it to air-dry completely. SEVICH should be used only on dry hair. Hold the SEVICH container 2-3 inches
above the areas to be thickened. For targeting small spots, you may bring the container closer to the thinning area. Shake SEVICH liberally over
desired areas with the bottle opening facing completely downward. Don’t worry about any fibers falling into surrounding hair, they will simply
disappear.
If you cannot see the back of your head area during application, use your hand to guide you to the thinning areas. If necessary, apply SEVICH
with your head down, and look into the mirror afterwards. Fill in further as needed. You will soon learn to apply SEVICH effectively with only an
occasional glance at the mirror or with no mirror at all. In frontal areas, spread your thumb and forefinger and place your hand on the top of the
forehead below the hairline to keep stray fibers from falling onto forehead and eyes. For the best application on frontal areas we suggest using
SEVICH Hairline Optimizer. Pat your hair to disperse SEVICH fibers throughout the area.
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Use a soft brush or a comb to style your hair as you wish. You will notice that your hair is much easier to style with the added bulk of the Toppik
fibers. If coverage is not complete, add more Toppik and pat or brush until your hair looks thick and full. For best results, lightly apply SEVICH
FiberHold Spray to lock the fibers into place, and to provide added durability and a finishing touch.

Reviews
There are yet no reviews for this product.
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